INTRODUCTION
MATINGS of males during the first few weeks after X-radiation yield litters of reduced size. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that this reduction is due to two phenomena fertilised eggs which fail to evoke an implantation reaction, and implantations which show no sign of a fcetus. It is not yet known whether the embryos which invoke the deciduomatal reaction are dead at the time they exert their stimulus. If not, they must die very soon afterwards.
According to Brenneke the proportion of cytologically abnormal eggs increases as cleavage proceeds. Some eggs showed micronuclei at the 2-Celled stage, but a higher proportion showed them in 3-to 6-celled stages. She also found that the proportion of implantations was greater than the proportion of normal cleavages in parallel matings, which has been interpreted by Russell (g) to mean that some eggs showing abnormal cleavages are quite capable of invoking a deciduoma. Lea (1947) suggested that the larger the-acentric fragment lost as a result of a single break, and the greater the number of breaks, the earlier would the embryo be lost. Russell et al. have observed that "the relative percentages of death occurring before and after implantation vary with dose ".
The above account summarises about all that is known of the causes of the striking dimorphism in phenotype of dominant lethals as observed in rodents. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate this dimorphism further. Though, theoretically, dominant lethals could be responsible for any deaths from implantation to parturition (and even much later), these phenotypes are not considered here because, since their incidence from implantation at 4 days to dissection at I 2 days is unaffected by dose (Bateman, 1958) , they would appear to have an insignificant dominant lethal component.
THEORETICAL
Semi-sterility resulting from heterozygosity for translocations provides evidence relevant to the consideration of dominant lethals, for it has as its immediate cause the death of approximately half the embryos. These lethal embryos have one normal chromosome set from the normal parent, while the other set carries both a duplication 467 468 A. J. BATEMAN and a deficiency as a result of recombination between the original and the reciprocally translocated pairs of chromosomes in the semisterile parent. Thus the duplication-deficiency behaves as a dominant lethal : it is a synthetic dominant lethal.
The extensive data of Carter et al. (ig) show that the dominant lethals are nearly always expressed as deciduomata (abbreviated in the rest of this paper to ED for " Early post-implantation Death "). Only one (viz. T8) out of eight translocations shows an appreciable effect on pre-implantation losses (henceforward abbreviated to PRE), which represented io per cent, of the zygotes, and in this case the zygotic loss wa more like 6o per cent. than 50 per cent. Such an excess would be expected if a proportion of the quadrivalents at meiosis showed "Adjacent II " separation at first anaphase.* While other kinds of numerical disjunction give only 50 per cent, unbalanced gametes and these having chromosome segments duplicated and deficient, Adjacent II gives only ioo per cent, unbalanced gametes, and half of these have whole chromosomes duplicated and deficient. The genetic unbalance of the resulting zygotes will, on the average, be twice as severe, though the relative severity with any given translocation will depend of course on the precise points of exchange. It is a likely hypothesis that the io per cent. PRE in T8 corresponds to embryos carrying the extreme duplications and deficiencies arising from half the gametes produced by Adjacent II separation at meiosis. This argument has been based on the assumption that, in the mouse, all chromosomes are effectively teloceritric.
The implication of the data from semi-sterile matings is thus that unbalance of the order of a single duplication of one chromosome segment and a single deficiency of another produces ED, whilst the more severe unbalance corresponding to a duplication and deficiency of whole chromosomes may lead to PRE. It may be worth pointing out here that neither ED nor PRE in semi-sterility will be associated with micronuclei, which are therefore not the cause of death but merely an indication of chromosome breakage within the last few cell generations.
Let us now consider primary dominant lethals. Owing to their different origin they are of rather different genotypes. Single Unrestituted breaks induced in sperm will result in the loss of the acentric fragment at the first cleavage division, with the production of a micronucleus. Unless one postulates the healing of centric fragments, these will be expected to form a dicentric by sister reunion, and form a micronucleus, or be wholly included in one blastomere and absent from the other, or start a breakage-fusion cycle inevitably leading to its elimination, or, finally, the telophase bridge at first cleavage may * When adjacent centromeres on a ring quadrivalent go to the same pole, though there is numerical disjunction there may be non-disjunction of homologous centromeres.
McClintock has called this "Adjacent II" anaphase separation to distinguish it from anaphase separation in which disjunction of homologous centromeres is combined with adjacent centromeres going to the same pole (" Adjacent I"). DOMINANT LETHALS IN MICE 469 persist and interfere with subsequent divisions. In any event the broken chromosome will be completely lost. Lea's hypothesis (1947) that the severity of a dominant lethal will depend on the size of the acentric fragment would then be fallacious. The severity would depend on the original chromosome broken.
Theoretically, at least, one can distinguish between mechanical lethals where the mitotic mechanism is interfered with and genetical ones directly attributable to the loss of whole chromosomes and the genes borne on them. Mechanical lethals might be expected to take effect earlier than genetical ones as they would interfere with cleavage, whereas the absence of a chromosome would be more likely to express itself when differentiation began (cf. semi-sterility, supra, where all lethals are of the genetical type). Seidel (1952) has demonstrated that a single blastomere from a 2-celled stage is fully capable of developing into a normal embryo. Therefore fractional dominant lethals, that is those affecting only some of the products of division of the treated sperm, would probably be undetectable, at least if one of the first cleavage nuclei was unscathed.
Lea's second hypothesis, that the time of death of a zygote was determined by the number of breaks it carried, seems very reasonable.
The number of X-ray induced dominant lethals per egg would be expected to be distributed in a Poisson series with a mean, , proportional to dose or sensitivity. The first term (zero lethals) would correspond to the live fcrtuses. Let us assume tentatively that embryos with a single lethal survive to implantation, and all with more than one die unimplanted. The frequencies of live fotuses (IMP-ED), ED and PRE as proportions of all corpora lutea (CL: total of corpora lutea or ova ; IMP : total number of implantations)
will be e, and '-(i +p)e respectively. (Hypothesis A.) It follows very conveniently that the ratio ED/(IMP-ED) is equal to .
Hypothesis A predicts the relation between ED/CL and PRE/CL. As the gross mutation rate rises from zero to about 0.25 it will be expected to consist almost entirely of ED/CL. With further rise the contribution to PRE/CL will become manifest and increase with ED/CL up to a gross rate of about o6, when PRE/CL will continue to increase at the expense of ED/CL. This expectation is shown in figs. i and 2, after allowance for the control value of PRE/CL (o.i) which is supposed to arise from some cause other than mutation. The crudest alternative hypothesis, that ED and PRE comprise constant fractions of dominant lethals, would produce a straight line as shown in the figs. (Hypothesis B.) As a compromise, Hypothesis C assumes that not only all singlelethal cmbryos survive to implantation, but also one quarter of multilethal embryos similarly survive to that stage. This proportion is an ad hoc value chosen to suit the actual observations shown in the figs. The earlier discussion of genetic and mechanical lethals provides the basis for a fourth hypothesis : mechanical lethals contribute only to 202 470 PRE, whereas genetical lethals, unless very severe, will contribute only to ED. Single breaks would cause the eventual loss of single chromosomes and therefore be expected to produce ED (see above). Plural breaks not involved in rearrangements would cause the loss of more than one chromosome and be more likely to produce PRE with increasing numbers of chromosomes lost. Balanced rearrangements would be viable. Unbalanced rearrangements would usually, but not invariably, depending on the relationship of the points of exchange to the centromeres, cause anaphase bridges. Consequently they might be the main source of mechanical lethals (PRE), though some without bridges would act as genetic lethals (ED). The overall results would be empirically much the same as under Hypothesis C. (Bateman, 1958) . The sum of the X and I ordinates gives the total incidence of dominant lethal embryos. The diagonal therefore represents the limit of any curve (x +.y = i). Poisson distribution of the number of dominant lethals per egg, combined with the late survival of embryos with a single lethal. At the higher levels of lethal incidence, however, it would appear that C is superior to A in that many embryos with more than one lethal arc capable of surviving to implantation. Russell et al. (1954) have an extensive series of data following the exposure of male mice to neutrons. Their series is compared with the same hypotheses in fig. 2 . A rather different picture is presented. 'Though there is the same decrease in ED at the highest gross mutation rates, there is now a strong correlation between ED and PRE at the lower rates, with PRE seeming to comprise about a third of the lethals. This is compatible with what is known of the genetic effects of neutrons, namely that a single neutron track can induce more than one break per nucleus (Giles, 1943, and Muller, 1954) . The number of breaks per nucleus will therefore no longer follow a Poisson distribution, which only applies to independent events. The data imply that about a third of the neutron tracks producing lethals produce more than one per nucleus. However, as the number of effective tracks per nucleus rises the proportion of ED is bound to fall as in Hypothesis A or C. The empirical curve has been drawn freehand to represent a situation approaching B at low gross incidence of lethals and changing over to C at higher incidence.
Summarising, then, both sets of data are consistent with the theory that eggs with a single chromosome break produce deciduomata, and that most eggs with more than one break are lost before implantation. This will be partly due to the greater severity of an effect of the same nature as that found with single lethals, but it might also be due to aneucentric rearrangements causing mechanical breakdown of cleavage.
MEASUREMENT OF MUTATION RATE
As stated earlier, f lethals were distributed between eggs in a Poisson series and ED represented exclusively eggs with single lethals, the best estimate of mutation would be ED/(IMP-ED), (a). We know now that these premisses are not strictly true, even for X-rays. It becomes necessary therefore to consider alternative estimates. One can derive a function from the total of lethal eggs. This is simply the negative of the natural logarithm of the proportion of fertilised eggs which survive. It is necessary first to know the proportion of unfertilised eggs. It would appear from control data and from the first three weeks after irradiation (see figs. i and 2) that this runs at a constant value of io per cent., but in later weeks it is variable and often much higher. When the fertilisation rate is known to be 90 per cent. it can be allowed for, to produce the following parameter:
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As the number of lethals per egg rises, there is a saturation effect so that the proportion of affected eggs does not rise linearly with mutation rate but as a negative exponential with a maximum of unity. Function b corrects this and increases linearly with mutation rate. When, however, the rate of fertilisation is unknown, this function is useless. A third function bears an intermediate relationship between a and b. It has the same principle as b but has the advantage of being independent of fertilisation rate. It is -ln(i -EDJIMP), (c).
Unfortunately there is no absolute standard of mutation rate against which these three functions can be compared. One can, however, compare them with each other according to their dosedependence. This has been done in fig. 3 for X-rays and fig. 4 for neutrons.
It will be seen that parameters b and c are very closely correlated, though c, as might be expected, gives a lower estimate. For practical purposes therefore, when the magnitude of the correction for unfertilised eggs is unknown, c is preferable to b. Parameter a has special features. For X-rays it is closely equivalent to b up to values of unity, but above that it rises much more steeply with dose. This must be the result of the high contribution of multi-lethal eggs to ED at the highest mutation rates. Thus a is the best estimate at low doses, but the worst at high doses. With neutrons, a is lower than b at low DOSE IN REP doses, owing to the greater incidence of multi-lethal eggs with neutrons, but again, when b rises above unity, a soars ahead.
In conclusion, when the proportion of unfertilised eggs is known, the gross estimate of mutation rate is best. When the proportion of unfertilised eggs is not known ED/(IMP-ED) is best for gross mutation rates of less than uni.ty, but -ln(i -ED/IMP) is consistent over all dose ranges. ED/(IMP-ED) is also easier to calculate for biologists unaccustomed to natural logarithms.
DOSE DEPENDENCE
A striking difference between figs. 3 and 4 is that while for X-rays all the parameters show a concave dose-dependence curve, for neutrons all except (a) in the third week show a linear curve. This bears obvious resemblances to the well-known difference between X-rays and neutrons in respect of the dose dependence of rearrangements. It may be presumed that the difference has the same cause, namely, the induction of more than one break by a single neutron track. The departure from linearity for the dependence of dominant lethal mutations on X-ray dose is according to the predictions of Haldane and Lea (ig4) in their theory of chromosome rearrangements. lethal, and about one-quarter of multi-lethal embryos produce deciduomata, the rest being unimplanted. An additional assumption combined with all three hypotheses is that after X-rays the number of lethals per embryo is distributed in a Poisson series.
From the above it is possible to predict the relationship between deciduomata (ED) and the discrepancy between the numbers of corpora lutea and implants (PRE).
2. For my own X-ray data, the relation between ED and PRE excludes B and favours C over A.
3. For neutron data, after allowance has been made for the fact that the number of lethals per egg shows clustering instead of following a Poisson series, the relation between ED and PRE again favours A and C. It appears that about one-third of the lethal-inducing neutron tracks induces more than one lethal.
